Entry 21
Best Commercial Stairway
Aesthetic Value:
This federal style grand staircase is crafted of bronze inlaid
between iron.
Stair Safety:
The layout of the bank lobby and stairway has its own distinct
look. The space is open to allow for multiple entrances and
easy foot traffic.
Quality of Workmanship:
This grand staircase is crafted of bronze inlaid between iron. It
incorporates old and new world style.
Technical Challenge:
While in initial meetings with the owner and the architect, the
idea was floated to have the railing hearken back to the old
“bank teller windows” that were in use in the early 20th century.

NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 22
Best Commercial Stairway
Aesthetic Value:
Modern. Minimal. Elegant. The striking, sophisticated system
is a functional art piece. Done away with frills and
pompousness, the stairs serve as its own statement - genteel
and offering exclusivity.
Stair Safety:
Solid infill, 8x10 stringer tube, 42" Guardrail with ADA
Compliant 36" grabrail, laminated glass panels for
commercial strength and reduced gaps, imbedded steel
strips and wirebrushed 66" treads
Quality of Workmanship:
Client has significant control over design choices, SGP
Laminated Panels, Black anodized handrail, solid wood
treads, precision cuts, engineered and fabricated offsite,
manufactured in US, hand sanded
Technical Challenge:
Remodeling projected with hard to obtain dimensions,
embedded steel structure, commercial project with customer
provided plinth, new concept of embedded baserail,
continuous handrail with no fittings

NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 23
Best Commercial Stairway
Aesthetic Value:
The stair design with horizontal rod railing system and
combination of wood and steel complemented this new
design center's modern product lines.
Stair Safety:
The stair was designed to meet all local building code criteria
with guardrail and handrail on both sides of the stair. All
openings within the stair and balcony reject a 4" sphere.
Quality of Workmanship:
Laser cut steel stringers custom powder coated in a textured
anthracite grey brought the combination of steel and wood
together to fit the space perfectly.
Technical Challenge:
The technical challenge was fitting the stairway into a small
space while still complying with all local commercial building
codes.

NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

